
DIRECTIONS
FOR USING

THE PARKER "LUCKY LOCK" PENCIL
OPERATION: The lead in writing position is propelled outward by turning

the cap clockwise. When the lead is used up very short no stub remains in the
chamber—this is automatically ejected from the pencil by turning the cap clock-
wise. The lead may be repelled by turning the cap in a counter clockwise direc-
tion. In brief, the position of the lead is instantly adjustable by turning the cap.
Moreover, the lead will always be clutched tightly by the mechanism—it will
never be loose at the writing point.

HOW TO REFILL: The refilling operation is uncommonly simple—nothing
need be disassembled or taken apart the process. But when you first become

the owner of a PARKER PENCIL
learn how to refill it properly once
and for all. You have the directions
before you now—so please learn this
simple process now and avoid the pos-
sibility of future annoyance.

After the old lead has been entirely
used up or ejected, turn the cap of
the pencil in a counter-clockwise di-

rection until it clicks. Then make one
clockwise turn. The mechanism is

then set to receive the fresh lead.
Insert the fresh lead through the tip,

(see illustration), ease it down until
it seats—and then adjust the position
of the lead by turning the cap. That
is all there is to it—it can be done in

a very few seconds.



Eraser: The eraser is instantly accessible for use—it is underneath the

cap. The cap is held on by an ingenious bayonet lock—the Lucky Lock. To
remove the cap, do this: Push in, turn left smartly, and take it off. To replace

- it, simply reverse the operation
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position and structure of the leads are equally good and uniform. All in all,

this insures you complete and perfect satisfaction in the matter of leads.

EXTRA LEADS: The chamber for extra leads is discovered by unscrewing
the eraser cup—this unscrews counter-clockwise. This chamber accommodates
from 12 to 14 extra leads of standard size, 1% inches long.

View of pencil partially disassembled, showing cap and eraser cup removed,
and the location of the extra lead chamber.
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